“Critical Alert is an absolute necessity”

-Nursing Home Administrator, MA.

Proudly Made in the USA
Critical Alert for Oxygen (CAO) is an electronic oxygen monitor with low pressure alarm. Designed to simplify medical oxygen management and improve patient safety by delivering vital information that is not currently available with the standard portable oxygen system.

Critical Alert provides immediate notification of cylinder pressure levels using easy to read color coded lights and audible alert.

Critical Alert has many proven benefits to offer oxygen users, caregivers, and medical professionals alike:

- Ease to use and install.
- Provides simplified approach to managing oxygen tanks
- Optimizes time utilization, ensuring the best use of staff time to improve delivery of care
- Improves patient safety efforts by ensuring that you are warned before a patient's oxygen tank runs out
- Increases compliance with regulatory requirements by decreasing preventable risks
- Better management of patient care
- Ensures efficient use of cylinder contents, allows the maximum safe amount of oxygen to be used
- Economical solution for managing costly oxygen tanks
- Decreases liability exposure
- Decreases patient anxiety & provides peace of mind
- Eliminates the guesswork of when to change the cylinder
**Critical Alert Technology**

**Electronic oxygen monitor with low pressure alarm**
MIJA's high quality analog pressure gauge provides reliable monitoring of the medical gas cylinder pressure, even when the battery is low or the power goes out. Smart electronics deliver visual and audible alerts indicating vital pressure levels.

**Audible Alarm**
Provides immediate notification of low cylinder pressure at 500psi-increasing patient safety and peace of mind.

**Visual Notification of Cylinder Pressure Levels**
LED color coded lights simplify cylinder pressure level. **Green** indicates cylinder pressure is within a safe range, 2000psi-500psi. **Red** indicates cylinder pressure is at or below 500psi.

**Flow settings to comply with prescriptions**
Flow Settings 0-15 LPM (25 LPM available upon request)

**3 Volt Lithium battery**
Provides years of service. **Yellow** LED light will flash, indicating battery is low at 2.5 Volts.

**Snooze Button**
Silences the audible alarm for approx. 20 minutes. Allows you to maximize the cylinder contents safely based on patients' Liter Flow Setting.

---

*Critical Alert Oxygen:* CGA 870 regulator with electronics attached. MIJA Part 1-05654
Customer Testimonials

“The CARF inspectors were quite impressed, thank you!”

“A blessing in my Moms life…ours too.”

“It takes a critical problem and makes it a no-brainer.”

“What a God-send this product has been!”

“We really like the Critical Alert, it has been a huge help!”

“Very easy to set up and operate, its as simple as a flip of a switch.”

“Residents now come find me when there tank is low, allowing us to move around freely without worrying that their tank will run out.”

“Critical Alert is a must-have, when dealing with patients on oxygen.”
CRITICAL ALERT CUSTOMERS
Who is MIJA?

Most people have never heard of MIJA before, but you have most likely used one of our products. MIJA’s pressure gauges and electronics technology can be commonly found on oxygen regulators, fire extinguishers, anesthesia equipment, respiratory equipment, and many other life safety devices.

MIJA has been providing innovative pressure solutions for the life safety industry since 1972. The family owned company, based in Massachusetts, has been recognized as the global leader in development of Stainless Steel Spiral Spring Bourdon Tube technology and in UL-listed spiral spring pressure gauges.

MIJA continually strives to improve and develop advanced solutions in response to evolving market needs. MIJA’s latest innovation is a unique electronic monitoring technology for portable compressed gas cylinders called Critical Alert.

Next time you look at a pressure gauge, if there is an M on it, that is MIJA.